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ness a leading feature in the self-governing portions of the
British empire. However justified it may have been, it was a
principle hard to harmonize with those on which the empire
had been built up, and embarrassing for the mother country
in her dual relation to the Dominions and to the great coloured
dependencies.
By contrast with Kipling's mood of all-British self-confidence
the fashionable literary temperament in the early nineties was
exotic and downcast. It began from France, where defeat in war,
relative decline in population, and the wave of shame and de-
spair following the Panama scandals had temporarily unnerved
the educated class. Wafted on such phrases as edecadence' and
fin-de-siecle, the mood fluttered vaguely round Europe. Among
its features (as may be seen in Aubrey Beardsley's designs, which
set the key for the Tellow Book] were a special interest in the moral
decline of the ancient world, and a smacking of lips over the vices
of super-civilization. In England it liked to affect foreign
flavours; but there were certain earlier-established influences
there—e.g. the stark pessimism of Thomas Hardy and the volup-
tuous aestheticism of Oscar Wilde—to which it could appeal for
support. These two marked the poles that it moved between;
for while the decadent waxed lugubrious over the world's decay,
he found satisfaction in the thought that, since everything was so
bad, he also might allow himself to be as bad as he liked. In all
this there was a great deal of pose; indeed the fatal weakness of
the school's literary output in England was its insincerity. The
criminal conviction and sentence of Wilde at the Old Bailey in
1895 for homosexual offences tumbled a good many of its card-
castles, and dealt the decadents a blow, which they may not have
wholly deserved, but from which they never really recovered.
The only deep general current besides imperialism was the
socialist or social-reforming demand for a crusade against poverty.
It ran in all sorts of channels—part revolt and part idealism.
Harcourt in 1894 wrote to Rosebery:
'You desire to avert the "cleavage of classes". The hope on your
part is natural, but you are too late. The horizontal division of
parties was certain to come as a consequence of household suffrage.
The thin end of the wedge was inserted, and the cleavage is expand-
ing day by day.*
Those were true words, and showed insight. We have recorded
in earlier chapters the trade-union struggles and the birth of a

